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Numbering System:
Each student has been assigned a number. (on bag, hanger & all
uniform pieces)—girls end in F, boys end in M
This year look at the PURPLE numbers.
(should be on the back of the barcode label
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Before Washing:
Make sure each uniform is numbered…make note of any not
numbered correctly.
Anything that is not trash, put in a baggie and place inside the
pocket of the uniform bag.
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Before Washing:
Spots can be pretreated with a product like Shout, etc.
Match the pair of gauntlets, Velcro together and wash as one.
TAKE OFF LOST STRIP FROM JACKET
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Washing Uniforms:
Wash all uniform items in warm water with a non-chlorine
detergent.
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Drying Uniforms
Jackets, bibbers and gauntlets can be dried in the dryer.
Cinches need to lay flat to dry—DO NOT DRY CINCHES
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Putting Away
Replace the Lost strip in jacket
Fold the bibbers across the original, labeled hanger and use the
same hanger for the jacket—hook facing away from silver.
Put jacket/bibbers in bag with hanger hook facing away from
nametag.
Return gauntlets to the bottom, inside of the bag.
Fold cinch and put in the back pocket.
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RETURN ANYTHING NOT NUMBER SEPARATE—don’t
place in bag. I’ll look up and verify who has it!!
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